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Abstract: Satirical poetry is a technique that has always been a concomitant part of poetry. Its objective is to belittle the status and prestige of the one who is being subjected to ridicule. Satirical poetry is a way to decry and misrepresent someone, a community, or an aspect of life. Satirical poetry represents the implications of human circumstances and pertinence. It is the interactions stemming from the axiom of human existence reflecting conflict and struggle manifested in different forms. Satirical poetry is a long-established and original form of poetry in Arabic language. A group of literary scholars in any nation resorts to this type of poetry. They express their feelings and thoughts in this style of poetry as time and place call for. This study examines different styles of satirical poetry in Arabic language to reveal the motivations and objectives of the poets. The purpose of this study is to discover whether satirical poetry was a technique adapted by some poets as a profession or it was an inner propensity in certain individuals who have gone to the extreme in its development. A number of poets were considered and Hatieh was selected for this study as a well-known satirical poet.
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The Position of Satire in Poetical Innovation

Satire (هجا / Hajv) has many applications in Arabic language in terms of its general meanings. These meanings have various degrees of positive or negative implications. They sometimes comply and sometimes contradict the intended meaning, in their descriptive and non-descriptive forms. Arabs have known satire from the very beginning and no part of Arab history was without common use of satire. The meanings of satire and its characteristics have gone through changes over time in cause of the essential development of poetry in general and the changes in political and social systems in Arabic society. In spite of all the changes, satire remains in its original form without taking any influence from all other changes.

In Lesan al-Arab words like «هجا يهجو، هجاً، هجاً / Hajv» are all defined as insults in the form of poetry are antonym of eulogy. Layth was quoted as saying that satire is exaggeration of a deficit in form of a poetry. The Prophet Mohammad (S) was quoted as saying: «للمه ان فلادا هجاني قاهيه اللحم مكان ما هجاني / the meal is open to reveal its content. Using (هجا / Hajv) for a “seeing eye” means zeal or jealousy. Ibn Arabi said that the word (هجا) means “to eat a full meal to fill full” (Ibn Manzoor, Hajv root). The phrase هجتا البیت جهاز جهاز / Hajv) means reading or a frog. When we use هجا for a house, it means it is open to reveal its content. Using (هجا / Hajv) for a “seeing eye” means zeal or jealousy. Ibn Arabi said that the word (هجا) means “to eat a full meal to fill full” (Ibn Manzoor, Hajv root). The phrase هجتا البیت جهاز جهاز / Hajv) means reading or a frog. When we use هجا for a house, it means it is open to reveal its content. Using (هجا / Hajv) for a “seeing eye” means zeal or jealousy. Ibn Arabi said that the word (هجا) means “to eat a full meal to fill full” (Ibn Manzoor, Hajv root). The phrase هجتا البیت جهاز جهاز / Hajv) means reading or a frog. When we use هجا for a house, it means it is open to reveal its content. Using (هجا / Hajv) for a “seeing eye” means zeal or jealousy. Ibn Arabi said that the word (هجا) means “to eat a full meal to fill full” (Ibn Manzoor, Hajv root). The phrase هجتا البیت جهاز جهاز / Hajv) means reading or a frog. When we use هجا for a house, it means it is open to reveal its content. Using (هجا / Hajv) for a “seeing eye” means zeal or jealousy. Ibn Ar...
high standing in Arab literature that other literary works have developed under its influence. So, poetry became the source of expression and the means of exercising one imagination to present words and phrases in the most beautiful and difficult way. It is an old saying that poem has an opening, purpose(s), and a technique; some are primarily and some are secondary. When we look at Arabic poetry, we find out that common poetry techniques have not changed beyond descriptive, eulogy, and satire from pagan state till present. We can claim that other existing poetry techniques are extensions of these three types. Literary experts and scholars disagree on the originality of several poetry techniques and non-originality of other techniques. One reason for the disagreement may be that former scholars were influenced by their own taste and aptitude; therefore, they remained indifferent to special taste, preference, and style prevalent in their own community. Consequently, the generalization of their views may not completely present the literary reality.

Abu Halal has said that: “Some Arabs were asked about the best poets. They answered Jarir because there are four types of poetry, i.e. eulogy, satire, glory, and lyric.” (1945, p. 21)

Ibn Qotaybe did not clearly list poetry techniques but said: “poets have different taste for poetry, some concentrate on eulogy but have difficulty with satire. Others have problems with elegy and lyric (Tayekh, v. 1, p. 1). Ibn Salam has stated: “I saw an Arab from Bani Asad whom I enjoyed his delicacy of expression. I asked him what he considered as the best poetry. He answered that poetry had four techniques including glory, eulogy, satire, and Nasib.” (Al-Mobarred al-Fazel, M., p. 109)

Ibn Rashigh believes that there are four basic poetry, namely, “desire, fear, joy, and rage” (al-Omdeh Ibn Rashigh, p. 12)

Marzbani has said: “scholars and researchers agree on four types of poetry; eulogy, satire, simile, and glory” (al-Moosheh & al-Marzbani, 1965, p. 273).

When we look into the divisions made by scholars and literary individuals from Abi Tamam (230 A.H.) to Ghodameh Ibn Ja’far (310 A.H.) and from Abi Halal to Ibn Rashigh and others who have written scholarly about the art of poetry, we will find out that none of them considered satire as a secondary technique. They all mentioned satire as one of the basic types of Arabic poetry.

Other poetry techniques are sometimes combined with or substituted for other techniques except satire which is not related to any other types of poetry. In satire, mockery is the main purpose and objective of poetry. No doubt that satire is one of the main elements of Arabic poetry. It is possible to say that satire has a big share among the main poetry types. Satire is the only one that is closely related to the reality of life.

The divisions and circumstances that a poet faces may determine his inherent and psychological inclination with respect to desire and greed, or fear and horror. In case of fear and horror, a poet may use his wording with apology, eulogy, false friendship, or superficial glory. Would it be possible that all the changes in psychological conditions would become fixed and permanent in poet spirit? The answer is certainly negative, because fear and horror are not permanent in a poet. Poet’s mood changes once fear and horror is over. Therefore, a poem inspired by a condition of fear and horror does not constitute originality.

The desire or greed in a poet creates many opportunities to write new poetry types and techniques. Desire makes a strong contribution to poet’s inner inclination. It also creates choices and selection for him. Desire is the peak of arrow in satire poetry. A poet cannot compose satire without desire and inner inclination; neither can he compose a satire against his will or desire. When a poet composes a satire he wants to put out an evil or peril. A poem is produced as the result of aroused feelings and emotions. When these feeling reach their highest point of pleasure or excitation, they are presented in form of poetry. Such poem naturally followed the feeling of poet at that given moment.

Poetry techniques depend on two types of feelings: 1) the first group includes poet’s satisfaction, inclination, and happiness, and 2) the second group includes feelings of anger that pushes poet into some sort of resentment and animosity. These feelings are the driving force of the poet and encourage him to find a way to overcome them. There are many hidden aspects in one or both groups of feelings.

The examination of the relationship between poem and the feelings that created it is the most appropriate way to study poetry techniques. This relation is the connection between poet and his poem. Old poets emphasized on the relation between poem and the motivation for its composition. For example, Yoones Ibn Habib said in his famous statement: “When Amrul Ghays becomes angry, he climbs the horse; when he fears, he becomes an ingenious; when he desires, he becomes Zahir, when he is very happy, he becomes A’sha” (Bioomi Ojlan, A., p. 122).

Abu Hayyan Tohidi has spoken more about the subject and explained various feelings that may turn into motivation to compose poetry. “Poets are lunatics that are neither scholars nor wise men. They speak when greed and avarice is apparent in their words. Truth or untruth in their poetry depends on their desire or fear. Every one of them may overlook the truth by little greed. They may strick in vain with
the smallest desire and encouragement. These poets are not the type whose word is penetrating, whose wisdom is glowing, whose power is overcoming, or whose essence is purifying.” (Dar al-Raed, p. 126)

Satire is created by fear and prod. All poetry techniques generally relate to the public life. And, it is possible to say that satire is on the top of all poetry techniques. Satire conforms to an old saying that claims there is an evil for every poet who dictates poetry upon him. Wickedness fits better to satire than any other poetry techniques. This is because of the negative image satire projects. There is an advice in a Dar al-Raed poem not to befriend with a poet because he ridicules you for nothing and eulogizes you for money (Dar al-Raed, p. 126). Asma’ee believed the same when he said: “poetry is sinister and opens the door for mischief. It is weak when it enters the domain of good deed.” (Ibn Qotaybe, p. 311).

Poetry was a means of confrontation and animosity in Arab communities during pagan state and thereafter. Arab social system was built upon animosity and vindication from its early formation. It is, therefore, natural for such system to encourage satire as an acceptable and necessary form of expression. The building foundation of Arab social system was the main reason for Quran to frequently invite Arabs to good deeds and encourage them to follow Islamic teaching to change their social system for better.

Public shows insatiable hunger for disclosure of faults and shortcomings. This may be the reason for wide reception of satire compared to epical or eulogy poetry. Special desire and hunger to hear the disclosure of hidden life aspects of people and their vices is the reason why satire is the oldest form of poetry. This explains why Arabs have fear and hate for poets. Nevertheless, satire is a poetry principle with a special standing with the general public (Baynali, p. 133).

Satire poets enjoy the same standing as satire poems. Not everyone can compose satire, nor every poet can choose satire as his main line of works. From the poetry point of view, satire means criticizing a real part of life. The initial idea in a satire poem comes from an intelligent selection from the existing facts free of any poetic imagination or artistic abilities. Therefore, not everyone can engage in satire except those few noble individuals (Husseini Meh, M., p. 39). They are the individuals who were able to put together the proficiency, artistic ability, inner drive, and language fluency as the requirements of this poetry technique.

Not every gifted poet can undertake to compose satire without having the disposition and inclination that are required for satire. A poet needs to possess a given inner drive that motivates and encourages the composition of satire. A poet with perfect literary aptitude and fame for superior poetic abilities may be incapable composing satire because of his overindulgence in literary techniques and lack of psychic requirements of satire.

Maybe someone has something to cover up. But, there is no need for cover when there nothing.

I have not heard and will never hear for wilderness and desert to have door.

Anyone who has lost pudency, his face has a door without a keeper.

Satire has always been present in Arab literary history including pagan state or Islamic period because of its high and special position in Arab poetry. Satire sometimes was written in the defense of one’s soul, and other times represented going over boundaries into exaggeration, sometimes was just to earn a living, and the other times represented an inner motivation to confront a given psychological condition in a certain individual or in the society. Satire has a deep relationship with the time period it was written and the changes that took place in that period.

Satire Methods and Styles

Satire has many techniques and there are many ways to interpret it. The motivation to write satire also varies. A satire poet who feels committed to public values and complies with common ethical standards of society composes a different satire than another poet who does not feel any commitment or requirement to comply with the current conditions in terms of time and place. Both of them are still different from the poet who does not care about his personal and social status. The reason for such differences is that poets who have self-respect and respect others compose types of satire that are completely different from another poet who is indifferent to downfall and humiliation of self and others. These differences are projected into different styles of satire. The number of satire styles depends on the number of satire poets and the ethical, social, and political systems in a given society.

Perhaps, the oldest style of satire in most of Arabic world was developed by the poets who wanted to belittle and humiliate their target persons (مهجور). Such style of satire rooted in the whims and psychological intricacies that were manifested in the form of hatred that made the poet yearn to ruin the prestige of the target person in a poem.
Satire is either personal or public. In a public satire, the poet speaks on behalf of his community, tribe, or any other social group and assails another group or community by resorting to mockery. This type of satire was common in Arab communities, especially during the pagan state. Such satire appeared in defense of tribe’s honor, for assaulting rival tribes, or some other forms of confrontation. Public satire continued in Arab culture during Islamic period but with minor alterations.

The personal satire depended on the views and perspective of poet toward certain individuals. The difference between personal and public satires is clear.

Ibn Roomi was asked about ridiculing others in the form of satire. He responded with the following poem (al-Bagheriee, I., p. 6). His prompt answer reflected his pessimistic view.

قيل لي: لست كل البراياء
و هجوت الآنام هجواً قبیحاً
قلت: هب انتي كذبتُ علیهم
فروني من مستحق الأبحا

I was asked why I blamed others so much and ridiculed them so badly. I said let us assume that I have lied about them. But you tell me who deserves to be praised and eulogized.

Personal satire is more dashing, irresponsible, and insulting when compared to public satire. The reason is that the poet has a free hand and writes based on his own inclinations. A poet faces more restrictions when composing public satire because he relies on the group preferences. For example, Jorayre in scoring Bani Tayyem Tribe said: (Hussein Mohammad Mohammad, p. 36)

نرى الابطال قدكلموا و تيم
صحيحوا الجلد من أثر الكلام
شرى التيمي يزخف كالفتین
الي سوداء مشتركون القروم

You see heroes who were wounded in the conflict. But Bani Tayyem Tribe is safe and secure because they are no men of war. They only talk. Bani Tayyem men are like insects that crawl into palm trees of others.

The poet has belittled Tayyem Tribe by introducing them as a cowardly group. But this is done indirectly with no clear humiliation. Another example is what Najashi said about Bani Ajalan (Rafeiee, v. 3, p. 77).

Ajalan Tribe is named so only because their motto is to stay behind and milk the animals with no hurry.

Other divisions of satire have been proposed. They are different in style and approach. One division groups satire into old and contemporary. The old group includes satire from pagan state to Abbasid Era. Contemporary satire uses a different approach compared to old satire. Contemporary satire uses prose style together with implied symbolism and innuendo.

There are further divisions based on context of satire like division into sincere (Sadegh) and egregious (Fahesh) satire. The strongest egregious satire is the one that highlights differences and superiority. In this type of satire, the poet introduces a certain tribe or person as being superior to another person or tribe. Moallem Betros Bostani stats that:

The strongest satire is the one that contains superiority and differences, especially in case of relatives who in fight with each other for leadership.

One example is the satire made by Hatieh for scoffing at Zebarghan. Hatieh hurt Zebarghan by introducing Baghiz Ibn Amerhim as being superior to his cousin Zebarghan. This incident made Zebarghan complain about Hatieh to Omar Ibn Khattab. (Betros Bostani, p. 56)

Egregious satire is different in context and meaning relative to sincere satire. For example, sincere satire opposes activities that may be desirable and acceptable to other individuals, like scorning properties that are despised by Arabs such as treason, parsimony, reprimand, etc.

Some poets used satire as a source of income and lost their prestige as the result. They made a living by disclosing others fault and shortcoming. Arabs hated this type of satire poets and always tried to stay away from them. They did not accept this type of poetry for their tribes. Hatieh may have been one of the satire poets who made a living with his craft.

Some poets composed other styles of satire in different periods. These styles are clear (Sarah) satire and pesky (Ta’riz) satire. In clear satire, the poet assaults his target by mentioning his name without reservation. For example:

When Tayyem members are absent, things get done. When they are present,
they get involved without asking permission.

Ibn Shigh Ghiravani in al-Omde stated that he believed pesky satire was stronger than clear satire because pesky satire involved lots of guessing to determine who the target was. And, the negativism in searching of the truth is quite obvious (Ibn Shigh Ghiravani, Al-Omde, p. 191). Two examples from Motenabbi collection:

If you respect someone honorable, it is like making him part of you. And if you respect someone ignoble you are inviting him for obstinacy.

How can you, the most righteous people, deal with me as you are both judge and complainant?

A number of satirical poets made short poems that included humorous depictions intended to make people laugh. Ibn al-Roomi in making fun of someone with a big nose, wrote: (Hassnin, A., p. 330)

لا يهاجر ابن حرب
اين من الأفواه انت في القدس نصلي
وهوم في البيت يطرف

Ibn Harab, you have such a big nose that make other noses despise it. You pray at Qods (Jerusalem) and your nose goes to pilgrimage in Mecca.

There is another type of satire called Naghayez that deserves attention. This type of satire included all satire styles and techniques that were common in Arab literature during Omavi Era. Famous poets who used this style included Jorayr, Farzoogh, and Akhtal. They used to hold poetical contests in Naghayez poetry.

Hatieh: His Fame in Satire

His name was Hatieh Jrol Ibn Ous Ibn Malek Ibn Joobeh Ibn KHzoom Ibn Malek Ibn Ghatifeh Ibn Isa Ibn Baghiz Ibn al-Rith Ibn Azfan Ibn Ghilan Ibn Mozer Ibn Nazar. He was one of the dignitaries in town who was fluent in poetry. He was master in all poetry techniques including eulogy, satire, Nasib, etc. He was also a mischievous and ignominious person whose parentage would change from one tribe to another at his will (Isfahani, A. F., p. 27).

Hatieh was one of long lived poets of Makhzarem. He lived during the pagan state. Ibn Salam in Tabaghat al-Shoana has said that “he lived a long life during pagan state”.

Historians disagree on his birth date. He may have been born at the end of 6th century A.D. because he always accompanied Bashar Ibn Khazem every time he visited Hatam Ta’ee. He was mentioned in the history books to have made friends with Antareh. Antareh died in 615 A.D. at young age. Hatieh youth may have been during the last 20 years of 6th century (Taba’, A.F., p. 7).

He was called Hatieh because he was very short an almost stood near ground. Hemad al-Ravaye quoted from Abu Nasr A’rabi that “He was called Hatieh because one day he fart in presence of others. He was asked what it was. He answered nothing but Hatieh.”

His epithet was Abu Malikeh. Malikeh was the name of his daughter. His parentage is in doubt because he would associate himself with different tribes at will (Bostani, p. 237). His parentage remained unknown. His mother’s name was Zarra. His father was Ous who did not accept his son until his death because he had another wife from Zahal Tribe with two sons. Ous’s official wife had a brother by the name of Afgham. When Hatieh was born, he resembled Afgham, so his mother related his son to Afgham instead of relating him to Ous. Consequently, Hatieh remained with unknown parentage. (Hussein, T., p. 296)

Taha Hussein stated that there is no doubt that Hatieh had two contrasting personalities. One personality was general with complete pagan characteristics. The other was his artistic-poetic personality. (Ziat, A. H., p. 159)

He was a Makhzarem poet who became well-known in Arab world during pagan state and early Islam. His mannerism was so ignoble and villainous that he became famous for his disregard of respect and prestige of others in his satires. He did not even show respect to his mother and father. He was making a good living by writing satire. He was the agent of fear and horror for everybody, young and old, public and private. He was one of the poets who earned a living in the lowest possible form. If it was not for his malignancy, ribaldry, and ignobleness, no other Makhzarem poets could surpass him in poetry. (Faroogh, O., p. 16)

Hatieh’s Motivation in Writing Satire

Before we engage in discussing what contributed to his satire fame, we would be better to discuss Hatieh’s own confession about his ribaldry, wickedness, and misconduct. (Ibid)

Today, my lips do not accept anything other than saying something abusive. I do not know to whom I should direct this
abuse. *I have a face which is made ugly by God. What an ugly face and what an ugly person who could carry it.*

What a better proof than the word of a person who selected satire as a source of daily living and whose tongue did not utter anything other than satire. If he did not find anyone to scorn he would ridicule himself. Is there anyone closer to oneself than himself? When a person does not feel mercy toward himself, would anyone else be safe from his tongue? A poet like Hatieh should have had very strong reasons to motivate him yearning to write satire so badly. In such a state, the poet cannot separate himself from satire.

The factors that may have motivated Hatieh to write satire could be as follows:

1. **Unknown Parentage and Lack of Identity**

Hatieh’s mother was a woman by the name of Zarra who was a bondmaid of Ous ibn Malek. Omar al-Taba wrote: “Hatieh’s mother became pregnant by Ous. Ous left her for his wife. His wife was a daughter of Ryah Ibn Omar Ibn Owf and had a brother by the name of Afghan. When Hatieh was born, he resembled Afghan. So, his mother related his son to Afghan instead of relating him to Ous. Zarra married a man from Bani Abas after Ous passed away. She had two sons from this man who were Hatieh’s step brothers (Omar al-Taba, p. 6).

Abu al-Faraj Isfahani stated that when Hatieh grew up and realized his unknown parentage, asked his mother about his pedigree. He did not receive a clear answer from his mother and this was the beginning of his quandary (Isfahani, p. 155). Hatieh stated the case in the following poem:

```
فقبـح من وجه وقبح حـامله
ولا أتينا فنتاً في شرك ما رايك
وانت أموت تغيي أبا غلطته
هلت، آنا مشترمات من صلاقك
```

My mother Zarra says that I am not from anyone: not one, not two. See how she bemused the case. Now, you are a man who wants a father, but you will not understand till death and never can escape wandering.

Hatieh felt the pressure of life since he opened eyes to this world. He fate was sealed to become damned and rejected by people. He was sometimes related to Bani Zohal, and sometime to Bani Abas. When he asked Bani Zohal for inheritance from Afghan or when he asked Bani Abas for inheritance from Ous, he only met with ridicule and laughter. (al-Heja va al-Heja Ven, p. 123)

It seems that social fault and shortcoming inherited by Hatieh created permanent anxiety causing a deep and lasting animosity in him toward others. His feelings were reflected in his poetry and made him a master in satire. He was so consumed with his craft that made a living by it. (Maktab al-Halal, p. 250).

Lack of identity and clear parentage together with the absence of nobility and family background deprived Hatieh from the dearest and most honorable means of self-esteem that Arabs proud themselves and bragged about in pagan state. Even in early Islam, lack of tribal identity would make anyone socially ignoble. This became a barrier for Hatieh to gain social standing, prestige, and honor; lack of which would mean nothing other than contempt and misery or even real and painful death to Arabs during pagan state.

2. **Hideous Mannerism and Morality**

There is no doubt that Hatieh faced an inferiority complex because of psychological and mental conditions he had to experience. An Hideous and disgusting face, a very short height, and an unfitting physique were all sufficient to make him pessimistic with corrupted mannerism and morality. His terrible mannerism and moral made him a symbol of horrors and disgust - someone to avoid and stay away. Some people even paid him to save themselves from his wicked words. (Hussein, T., p. 131)

His unpleasant mannerism and morality plus his scornful encounters would not differentiate between friends or enemies and familiar or stranger. Nobody was safe from his aggressive words even his family, mother and father. He is critical of his mother in the following poem without curtsy or reservation:

```
يربك الله بشرام من غيورهم
وقلقان العقوق من البنين
فخذ ما أمكن بيتك حتي
تركوه ادئ من الصاحبين
```

I hope God punishes you for being such a bag with denounced sons. You brought up your children in such a way that they are crushed into little particles softer than flour.

Or he says in another occasion (Al-Aghani, p. 262)

```
وراح الله
تنهي فاجلس سمي بعيدا
ملك العالمين
أغريبالا إذا استدعت سرا
و كافدك على المحترفين
حيتان ما علنت حياة سوء
ومونك قد قدر الصالحينا
```

Move away and do not sit next to me. God saves the world from you. When a secret is entrusted up on you, it gets spread out everywhere. You had such a wicked life that your demise might make the righteous happy.

Or in another poem:

```
أري لي وجهها شوه الله خلفه
قفي من وجه وقح حامله
```
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I have a face that God made it ugly. What an ugly face and what a hideous person is the one who carries it.

3. Poverty and Neediness
He was born with a yoke on his neck. The lock on this yoke was poverty and indigence. He was to work hard to find the key to this lock in order to gain freedom. He was born in critical circumstances with unknown parentage. These circumstances brought him nothing other than poverty, neediness, deficiency.

He faced with closed doors. He had nothing to hang onto to earn a living and ease life’s hardships. He had nothing to fall back on to make a living other than his offending tongue. His caustic words were frightening and made his greed to grow stronger. He could not be satisfied with anything other than high income. Yet, some believe that Hatieh used earning a living as an excuse to indulge into writing satire. The real reason may have been his inner propensity to torment others. That was the reason for Omar Ibn Khattab, the second Khalife, to pay him 3000 Dinham to save the public from his detriment. But, Hatieh started composing satire again after his death.

Hatieh in making fun of Zebarghan and eulogizing his cousin said:

Poverty and Neediness

Hatieh’s Satire Styles and Characteristics
Hatieh was master in using words. He could play with words in whatever ways he wished. He was very skillful in satire so he became the symbol of satire both during pagan state and early Islam. He turned his craft into a source of income. He would write poetry in various subjects in different styles. His satire styles were as follows:

1. Avoiding Profanity
Amro Ibn Ala was quoted as saying “خير الوجهاء ما تندد بتعلها في خذها فلا يقبح بها” (Ibn Rashigh, p.189). It means the best satire is the one composed by girls because they do not use bad language. In spite of Hatieh’s bad mouthing and wicked satire, his works meet public acceptance as if it was void of such language. Or, Hatieh so characterized it.

It is said that when Omar Ibn Khattabe freed Hatieh from prison, told him not to say any egregious satire. Hatieh asked what egregious satire was. Khalifeh answered to say this group is better, nobler, and more virtuous than that group or eulogizing one tribe and criticizing the rival one.

Hatieh responded by saying “you are more knowledgeable in poetry than me. But some people gave me gifts so I eulogized them. Some other people denied me of any gifts, so I mentioned them in my poetry without harming their prestige. I have not disgraced anyone. I just sent eulogy to those who wanted it and did not eulogize those who did not want”. This is a reference to Hamzieh poem which says:
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Avoiding Profanity
3. Prolongation in Satire

Satires prolongation was common during pagan state. A’sha, Shamakh, Hasan, and Hatieh are among pagan poets who used prolongation in their satires. The objective of prolongation was to explain the details of an event or to mention the faults and shortcomings of a community. Of course, the targets of such satire find themselves in an unpleasant situation.

A poet like Hatieh could not calm his anger and animosity with few lines of poetry. What could really satisfy him was a long pronouncement or a prolonged satire that humiliated and disgraced his targets so much so that they could not escape the consequences. This attitude may have stemmed from Hatieh’s inferiority complex.

Hatieh might have used this style of satire with the intention to disarm his target to give in to his demands. He might have used this style to send warnings to those who did not recognized Hatieh or did not wish to give in to him and retreat. That may be the reason Hatieh satires were usually long and he was never satisfied with only few lines. His short satires were only a few compared to the number of long ones. These few short satires may have been composed under certain circumstances; or their subject were insignificant; or Hatieh may have composed them mostly for fun. The examples of the short satires were the ones he composed about himself, his mother and his step father and the like.

Most of his satires are long and limitless. The most notable elegies are about Zebarghan, especially his well-known Sinieh stated bellow (Hussein, T., p. 217):

وَلَمْ تَفْيَقُوا لَأَمَّا أَمْرَاءَ الْجَنُونَ
فِي أَلْبِيَنَّ شَمَاسُ بِيَ كَبَاس
وَالْعَشْرُ عَالِمُ كَلَفْتِي مَجِيدُ بِكَبَاس
تَخْرُجُ مِنْ أَعْلَامَ أَعْلَامٍ

When you read the whole poem you realize that Hatieh went into details on any account he wanted to emphasize to increase the infliction effect on Zebarghan. He attributed such characteristics as stinginess and lack generosity to Zebarghan family. He compared them with a female camel that failed to lactate in spite of all the care and attention. Then, Hatieh eulogized Al-e Shamas who rivaled Zebarghan. He compared them with a rocky cliff that was so hard that no pick or any other tool could make a dent. He made a mockery of Al-Zebarghan because they did not heed to his demands and showed no generosity. Hatieh words were so effective that totally damaged the social standing and tribal prestige of Al-Zebarghan and put them to immediate verge of distinction. An example of his long satire is the one he wrote in 30 lines about Al-e Bajad and Bani Abas.
stands at the highest complexity from technical point of view. A poet like Hatieh was able to present both aspects in his poetry.

Although, satire poetry is not in harmony in terms of meaning with other types of poetry techniques, but poet may use an opportunity to present his poetic ability in either case, and attract the attention of literary critics and scholars. It means a poet may be consumed with hate and hostility toward others. He may also have poetic abilities in techniques like eulogy, lamentation, Nasib, and the likes. So, it is possible for a poet who is fully versed with satire and has chosen this technique of poetry as his craft and profession to make progress in other poetry techniques that are totally different than satire and earn acclaim from critics.

It is rare to find a poet who is famous for his satire composition but show no competence in other poetry techniques. A poet, who is master in satire, is most likely competent in eulogy, elegy, lyric, glorifying, etc. This was evident in poets like Hatieh, whether Makhzarmi or not, including Zohayr, Ka’b Ibn Zohayr, Abd al-Allah Ravahe, A’sha, Bashar, Da’bal, and the like. These poets have left excellent poetry in satire and in other poetic techniques.

Hatieh’s position in different styles of poetry varied and depended on his motivation, style, and technique he was using in his composition.

At the end, we offer a part of Hatieh’s famous satire about Zebarghan. In this poem, Hatieh subjected Zebarghan to very strong and hurting ridicule and offered eulogy to his cousin and rival by the name of Baghiz. Hatieh exclusively used this approach in many of his satires.

Swear to God that those who rebuked me for eulogizing Al-e La’ee were not intelligent.

Baghiz has not done anything wrong for being kind to me - a poor man who asks others for shelter and handout.

I eulogized you and my eulogy was pure but you did not accept it.
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